


The Degendevizatz'on of Knowledge Production: The 
Case of Sor Juana Inis de La Cmz 

n the positivist traditions of 
mainstream research, knowl- 
edge is knowledge no matter 
how it is discovered or by 

whom. Historians of education, 
sharing the optimism of Voltaire 
and Kant, have depicted educa- 
tional developments of the past four 
centuries as a march toward pro- 
gress. 

The life and career of Sister 
Juana Inks de la Cruz, a seventeenth 
century Mexican nun now widely 
recognized as a literary genius, calls 
this view into serious question. Her 
life illustrates that WHO discovers 
knowledge is as important or more 
important than WHAT knowledge 
is promulgated. 

Who Was She? 
Juana Ramirez was born 12 No- 

vember 1648 in San Miguel de 
Nepantla, Mexico. Her father was a 
Spaniard. Her mother was a creole 
(a person of full Spanish ancestry 
born in the New World). The fact 
that her father was a Spaniard made 
him the social superior of her 
mother. 

Spanish men could legally 
marry creole women, but rarely did 
so. Instead, they formed a lund of 
second class arrangement. This was 
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the case with Juana's mother and 
father. 

When Juana was two, her father 
abandoned the family. Juana, her 
two older sisters, and their mother 
went to live in her maternal grand- 
father's house in Arnecameca, tlurty 
miles southwest of Mexico City (Ar- 
royo, 1971). 

Juana had an intense desire to 
learn: "I had not yet reached the age 
of three when my mother sent my 
older sister to receive reading in- 
struction in one of the places called 
Arnigas," she recalled in an autobie 
graphical account. "I was impelled 
by my love and miscluef to follow 
her; and seeing that she (my sister) 
was given a lesson, I developed a 
burning desire to learn to read 
(Cruz, 1985)." She demanded a les- 
son from the teacher, saylng that her 
mother had given orders. Although 
the teacher did not believe her, she 
gave the little girl instruction any- 
way. Seeing Juana's desire and abil- 
ity to learn, the teacher kept up the 
lessons. By the time her mother dis- 
covered what was happening, Juana 
knew enough to continue learning 
on her own. 

When Juana was eight, her 
grandfather died. Her mother, per- 
haps out of economic necessity, 
soon agreed to another second class 
"marriage." The birth of Don Diego, 
a baby half brother, followed in due 

course, and Juana's mother (who 
would have two more children by 
Don Diego Ruiz Lozano y Centeno) 
made arrangements for her young- 
est daughter to live with an aunt and 
uncle in Mexico City (Paz, 1983). 

Juana's move to Mexico City, 
even if it may have been initially 
frightening, represented a child- 
hood dream coming true. She had 
asked her mother earlier to allow 
her to dress as a male so she could 
attend the university in the capital. 
Her aunt Maria Ramirez and Uncle 
Juan de Mata provided a home for 
her. They also secured a tutor, Mar- 
tin de OBvas, who introduced her to 
the study of Latin. It was customary 
for women to receive instruction 
from private tutors because they 
could not attend the university (Ar- 
royo, 1971). Latin was the language 
of culture and, along with some - 
Greek, was common among edu- 
cated women in Old and New 
Spain. Therefore, Juana with her 
knowledge of Latin was able to 
achieve higher education without 
setting foot in the university 
(Muriel, Cultura, 1982). 

Life in the Court 
By age sixteen, Juana was be- 

coming known all over Mexico City 
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as an attractive and intellectually ac- 
complished young woman. She con- 
tinued to write religious poetry. At 
about this time, her aunt and uncle 
were able to place her in the palace 
as a member of the viceroy's wife's 
(vicereine's) court (Calleja, in 
Muriel, 1982). In the palace, Juana 
estabhhed a lasting friendshp with 
the viceroy and his wife, the Mar- 
quesa de Mancera, who became like 
family, providing her with warmth, 
friendship, and protection {Paz, 
1983). 

With the Marquesa's approval, 
Juana continued reading and ex- 
panding her knowledge. Many peo- 
ple in the capital had heard of her 
erudition. Her knowledge contin- 
ued to expand by daily contact with 
the prominent people who visited 
the palace. They in turn were de- 
lighted with her poetry and her at- 
tention. Everyone seemed to ap- 
prove her studies during this time. 
She was living in harmony with her 
immediate world (Muriel, Cultura, 
1982). 

Juana Joins the 
Convent 

From sixteen to nineteen Juana 
seems to have enjoyed life in the 
court. It was a sparkling life, one that 
could not continue. A creole woman 
of nineteen had lunited choices. She 
could marry a creole or follow 
Juana's mother's example and con- 
summate an unofficial marriage 
with a Spaniard; or she could join a 
religious order. Some So rjuanistas 
have concluded that an unhappy 
love affair led to a decision for con- 
vent life, but there is no evidence for 
their speculation (Salazar Davis, 
1991). Juana herself-by written 
declaration and by her lif-id 
that what she wanted most was the 
freedom to dedicate her life to study: 
"I became a nun because, although I 
knew that that way of life involved 
much that was repellant to my na- 

ture, . . . nevertheless, given my total 
disinchation to marriage, it was the 
least unreasonable and most becom- 
ing choice I could make to assure my 
ardently desired salvation," she 
said. She went on to explain that she 
wavered in trying to decide whether 
to take up the life of the cloister be- 
cause of "its incidental, not its cen- 
tral aspects." She amplified this ex- 
planation, citing "my wish to live 
alone, to have no fixed occupation 
which might curtail my freedom to 
study, nor the noise of a community 
to interfere with the tranquil still- 
ness of my books. This made me 
hesitate a little before making up my 
mind (Trueblood, 1988)." On 24 Feb- 
ruary 1669 she entered the convent 
of St. Jerome. She had a servant and 
eventually bought her own cell 
(apartment). She took the name of 
Sor (Sister) Juana ines de la Cruz 
(Muriel, Cultura, 1982). 

Sor Juana participated fully in 
the life of the convent. She served 
three terms as "bookkeeper," a posi- 
tion that gave her considerable re- 
sponsibhty for the house's exten- 
sive property and investments. This 
office required her to interact exten- 
sively with people outside the con- 
vent. She wrote plays, performed by 
some of the girls who were studying 
in the convent. She maintained a vo- 
luminous correspondence and en- 
tertained an extensive circle of 
fnends and admirers, including the 
viceroy, vicereine, and other mem- 
bers of the court who called often. 

Conflict With Her 
Confessor 

Father Nunez became Sor 
Juana's confessor about the time she 
joined the convent of St. Jerome. For 
several years Juana Inez apparently 
followed her confessor's advice, 
seeking permission ("which I then 
held more necessary than that of his 
Excellency the Archbishop Viceroy, 
my Prelate") for anytlung she pub- 

lished. Father Nunez seems to have 
fully approved her activities for a 
time, proofing and correcting at 
least two carols before they were 
published (de la Cruz, in Paz, 1983). 
At some point Father Nunez began 
offering objections to Sor Juana's ac- 
tivities. She wrote love pmky in the 
baroque Renaissance style popular 
at the time. 

In laying claim for 
women to all 

academic subjects 
pursued by men, 
Sor Juana took a 
1 ong step toward 

full curricular 
equality for women. 

It is not clear whether he ob- 
jected prior to 1680, but tension be- 
tween Nunez and de la Cruz 
reached a crisis in 1680. A viceregal 
inauguration was imminent. The 
ceremony was to be an occasion of 
extensive public celebration. The 
Cabildo (town council) cornrnis- 
sioned Sor Juana and Carlos de 
Siguenza y Gongora (her intellec- 
tual friend) to take charge of the 
ceremony and write special poetic 
orations for the occasion. A writer 
could receive no more prestigious 
commission. It would provide Sor 
Juana the opportunity to demon- 
strate her writing abilities on a more 
public scale. It also helped her estab- 
lish a friendship with the new vice- 
roy and his wife, Maria Luisa Man- 
rique Lara. (Maria Luisa had al- 
ready become Sor Juana's fnend 
and protector. She encouraged her 
writing. From 1689 to 1692 Maria 
Luisa would have two volumes of 
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Sar Juana's work published in Spain 
(Alatorre, 1987). 

Sor Juana accepted the comrnis- 
sion. She chose Neptune as her 
theme and composed an allegorical 
poem. Father Nunez de Miranda 
opposed Nvtuno Alegorico (Allegori- 
cal Neptune), calling it mundane and 
inappropriate subject material for a 
nun. Zn his roles as confessor, self 
appointed mentor, and surrogate fa- 
ther, Nunez began urging the cele- 
brated nun to read and write more 
around traditional religious themes 
and less about "worIdly" matters. 
He accused Sor Juana of rebelling 
against the "masculine authority of 
her spiritual guide." He saw it as his 
duty to redirect Sor Juana's activi- 
ties toward seclusion in the convent 
(Ala torre, 1987). 

Sor Juana rejected Father 
Nunez's arguments. She proceeded 
with the triumphant celebration. 
This action obviously troubled 
Nunez so deeply that he began to 
publicly criticize the nun whom he 
had earlier encouraged to study. Fi- 
nally, Sor Juana challenged her con- 
fessor in a private letter: 

Peace in Christ 

For some time now various 
persons have d o m e d  me 
that I am singled out for 
censure in the conversa- 
tions of Y[ourj R[everend], 
in which you denounce my 
actions with such bitter ex- 
aggeration as to suggest a 
public scandal, and other no 
less shocking epithets. 

She then asks in her letter: 

Why do you find wicked in 
me what in other women 
was good? Am I the only 
one whose salvation would 
be impeded by brwks? . . . 
Why must i t  be wicked that 
the time I would otherwise 
pass in idle chatter . . . be 
spent in study? 

Y. R. wishes that I be c e  
erced into salvation while 

ignorant, but, beloved Fa- 
ther, may I not be saved if I 
am learned? Ultimately that 
is for me the smoothest 
path. Why for one's salva- 
tion must one follow the 
path of ignorance if it is re- 
pugnant to one's nature? 

Is not God, who is supreme 
goodness, abo supreme 
wisdom? Then why would 
He find ignorance more ac- 
ceptable than know ledge? 

Sor Juma's allegory and arch 
were successful. She came to be 
great friends of the new viceroy and 
h s  wife, and the next several years 
were flourishing ones for her. But 
the shrmish with Nunez was not 
over. Tlus Jesuit priest would wait 
for a more opportune moment to 
assert the Lord's will against a 
woman who refused to stay in her 
place. 

Sor Juana Dismisses 
Her Confessor 

Sor Juana wrote to Father 
Nunez de Miranda in 16131 to re- 
mind him that he did not own her 
life. "Vexing me is not a good way 
to assure my submksion," she told 
him, "nor do I have so servile a na- 
ture that I do under threat what rea- 
son d m  not persuade me." Then 
she added, "innumerable times 
your words have been exceedingly 
repugnant to me; . . . yet 1 do not . . . 
condemn them, . . . but to Y.R. I 
cannot fail to say that by now my 
breast is overflowing with the com- 
plaints that over the course of the 
years 1 could have spoken, and that 
as I take up my pen to state them, 
rebutting one I venerate so highly, it 
is because I can stand no more." She 
told him she was "too sorely tried" 
to put up with more. "I am not as 
humbled as other daughters in 

whom your instruction would be 
better employed," she told him. 

She concluded her letter by dis- 
missing hm: 

And . . . if you do not wish 
or find in your heart to fa- 
vor me (for that is volun- 
tary) . . . ttunk of me no 
more. . . . God . . . will sup- 
ply a remedy and order that 
my soul, awaiting lus h d -  
ness, shall not be lost even 
though it lacked the direc- 
tion c-rf Y.R., for . . . in the 
~ror ld  there are as many 
theologians, but were they 
lacking, salvation lies more 
in the desiring than in the 
knowing, and that will be 
more in me than in my con- 
fessor. . . . 

I reiterate that my inten- 
tion is only to beg of Y.R. 
that if you do not wish to 
favor me, you not think of 
me, unless it be to com- 
mend me to Cod. . . . 
Your 

Juana Ines de la Cruz (in 
Paz, 1983). 

It is r~a t  clear from avaitable evi- 
dence whether Sor Juana's dismiss- 
ing Father Ncmez as her confessor 
ended her conununica tions with 
turn. 

Sor Juana Begins 
Publishing 

From 1680 to 1689, Sor Juana 
seems to have flourished. She ac- 
quired a library "that was admired 
by comoisseurs, and a collection of 
musical and scientific instruments, 
jewels, and rare objects (Schons, 
1929, in Paz, 1983). 

In 1489 Maria Luisa arranged 
for the publication of a volume of 
Sor Juana's writing and followed 
with a second, expanded, printing 
in 1690. This brought fame and 
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praise but also increased the jeal- 
ousy and irritation felt by critics in 
Mexico City. 

About this same time the bishop 
of Puebla, Manuel Femandez de 
Santa Cruz, heard Sor Juana expli- 
cate a theological treatise. He asked 
her to write out what she had said 
and send it to him. She did and he 
published it under the title Carta 
Atmaprica, or Letter Worthy of Min- 
erva. This was around November of 
1690. (Fernandez de Santa Cruz 
wrote her on November 25, saying 
that he had her letter printed. Pre- 
sumably he sent one or more copies 
along with lus letter.) A second vol- 
ume of Sor Juana's work appeared 
in April, 1692 in Seville, arranged by 
Maria Luisa. Octavio Paz says cop- 
ies of this volume would have prob- 
ably reached Mexico toward the end 
of 1692. 

Seventeenth Century Mexican 
society was in dynamic tension. 
Conflicting interests and attitudes 
found expression in the court, uni- 
versity, and church and in their re- 
spective overlapping and intercon- 
nected bureaucracies. 

Juana Ines was a participant- 
and after the publication in 1690 of 
her Let tu  Worthy of Minewa--a cele- 
brated participant in the exciting 
controversies of the time. Much of 
the debate took place in sermons, a 
few of which ended up in print. This 
was the case with the subject of Sor 
Juana's 1690 letter. She was com- 
menting on a sermon preached four 
decades earlier in Lisbon by a Portu- 
guese Jesuit named Antonio de 
Vieyra, but apparently not available 
in Mexico City in Spanish until 
1680's. 

Reply to Sor Filotea 
When Sor Juana received her 

copy of the pamphlet from Puebla 
containing her own and Sor Filotea's 
letters, she spent several months 
constructing an extensive reply. 
This is the source of much of our 
(auto)biographical information 

about Sor Juana and is now re- 
garded as one of her most important 
works. It expanded upon many of 
the themes mentioned in her private 
1681 letter to Father Nunez and 
stands as a forceful justification of 
her life and of the rightness and 
value of women's education. Along 
with a partly autobiographical 
poem entitled "First Dream," it 
stands as a ringing defense of intel- 
lectual equality between the sexes. 

In her letter, Sor juana ex- 
plained the study of many secular 
subjects as a preliminary basis for 
studying theology-the queen of 
the sciences. This was patterned af- 
ter Ignatius Loyola's hierchy of 
studies. She listed logic, rhetoric, 
physics, music, arithmetic, geome- 
try, archtecture, history, law, the 
church fathers, and astrology (as- 
tronomy) as subjects worthy of seri- 
ous study. 

In laying claim for women to all 
academic subjects pursued by men, 
Sor Juana took a long step toward 
full curricular equality for women. 
Not only would she not concede a 
separate sphere of studies for 
women and men, she playfully sug- 
gested that men could profit from 
women's traditional studies. "But, 
Madam, what is there for us women 
to know, if not bits of htchen phi- 
losophy? As Lupercio Leonardo 
said: one can perfectly well phloso- 
phize while cooking supper. And I 
am also saying, when I observe 
these small details [of everyday life]: 
If Aristotle had been a cook, he 
would have written much more 
(Trueblood, 1988)." 

Sor Juana knew the society in 
which she lived would not tolerate 
a suggestion that women study in 
the university along with men. She 
let tlus go but pressed at least for 
private and individual study. "Who 
has forbidden that to women?" she 
asked. 

Like men, do they not have 
a rational soul? Why then 
shall they not enjoy the 

privilege of the enlighten- 
ment of letters? Is a 
woman's soul not as recep- 
tive to God's grace and 
glory as a man's? Then why 
is she not as able to receive 
learning and knowledge, 
which are the lesser gifts? 
What divine revelation, 
what regulation of the 
Church, what rule of reason 
framed for us such a severe 
law? 

Are letters an obstacle or 
do they, rather, lead to sal- 
vation? Was not St. 
Augustine saved, St. Arn- 
brose, and all the other Holy 
Doctors? And Y.R., with 
such learning, do you not 
plan to be saved? 

And if you reply to me 
that a different order ob- 
tains for men, I say: did not 
St. Catherine study, St. Ger- 
trude, my [spiritual] 
Mother St. Paula, without 
harm to her exalted contem- 
plation, and was her pious 
founding of convents irn- 
peded by her knowing even 
Greek? Or learning Hebrew 
(de la Cruz, in Paz, 1983)? 

Sor Juana was herself a lifelong 
learner and, to use another current 
term, an "autodidact." She de- 
scribed herself as having no choice 
in either of these. The desire to learn 
was an unavoidable part of her na- 
ture. When she tied to suppress this 
propensity to study in her early con- 
vent days, "it exploded like gun 
powder (Trueblood, 1988)." As to 
her approach, she said: "My studies 
have . . . been so extremely private 
that I have not even enjoyed the di- 
rection of a teacher, but have 
learned only from myself and my 
work (de la Cruz, in Paz, 1983)." 
When not occupied by her convent 
obligations, her time was taken by 
"reading and more reading, study 
and more study, with no other 
teacher than books themselves. 
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Why Was Her Reply to 
Sor Filotea Not 
Published? 

It seems that the friction be- 
tween Santa Cnrz, Ihe bishop of 
Puebla and the Archbishop, Aguiar 
y Seijas intensified with Sor Juana's 
theological critique of Vieyra. 
Vieyra had dedicated earlier works 
to Aguiar and the Archbishop had 
ensured at least one earlier publica- 
tion of Vieyra's as he moved from 
Michoacan to become archbishop of 
Mexico City. Aguiar and lus sup- 
porters would have fully under- 
stood that the critique was an attack 
intended to embarrass lum. 
Aguiar's abhorrence of women was 
widely known, so the masterful cri- 
tique by one nun and its supposed 
publication by another would have 
been like a slap on the face for the 
Archbishop. Knowledgeable people 
would have instantly recognized 
that Bishop Femandez de Santa 
Cruz was sponsoring the publica- 
tion of the Carta by lus use of the 
pseudonym of Sor Filotea de la 
Cnrz, a nun and "student" of Sor 
Juana. 

It is quite possible, even plausi- 
ble, to view Santa Cruz's letter (from 
Sor Filotea) as a statement of praise 
and support. The expressions of en- 
couragement to write more about 
religious matters follows praise for 
the appropriateness of the theolog- 
cal critique of Vieyra. Seen posi- 
tively, it is support from a high 
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A New Knowledge: Feminism From An Aficentric 
Perspective 

Introduction 

w hat is invisibility? 
Does invisibility occur 
when something is not 
here, nonexis tent? Or, 

dws it occur when something exists, 
but is obscured by factors or social 
structures that render it shapeless, 
voiceless and thus, nonexistent? 

The issue of invisibility is one 
that has hstorically characterized 
the debates around the relevance of 
white middle class feminism given 
its exclusion of Women of Color. 
Where, for example, are Afrikana 
women in mainstream ferninis t dis- 
course? Where are their voices, their 
experiences, their realities? Indeed, 
they are invisible in that they have 
been rendered voiceless, their expe- 
riences shapeless in this discoursc. 
Yet history is full of examples of the 
existence of Afrikana women in this 
country, one, according to La- 
Frances Rodgers-Rose (1 980), that 
has been characterized by nearly 
four hundred years of struggle to 
exist, to be their own persons, not 
only for themselves but for their 
families. So where are they? Jean 
Yellin (1982) tells us that: 

Their presence is what is 
most important. If we are 
m w a r e  of Black womenin 
nineteenth-century Amer- 
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ica, it is not because they 
were not here; i f  we know 
nothmg of their literature 
and culture, it is not because 
they left no records. It is be- 
cause their lives and their 
work have been profoundly 
ignored. Both as the pro- 
ducers of culture and as the 
suhjects of the cultural pro- 
ductions of others, how- 
ever, their traces are every- 
where (Yellin, in Hull et al., 
1982:221). 

This statement by Y e h  is most 
revealing. It calls our attention to the 
"invisibility" of Afnkana women in 
historical text. Yet, when we exam- 
ine Afrikana women's experiences 
from their own voice, we find they 
have engaged in actions that hstorj- 
cally were either/or both self-libera- 
tory and liberating for Afrikan 
Americans as a group. Long before 
American women out of European 
culhiral underpinnings became in- 
volved in org,mized activities later 
defined as  feminism, women from 
Afrikan cultural underpinnings en- 
gaged in both formal and informal 
efforts to self-actualize; to define 
and secure their liberation. 

Afrikan American women (aka 
Afnktzna women) have been ac- 
tively involved in the feminist 
movement from the onset of slavery. 
Their feminist struggle grew out of 
a hstory of oppression that shaped, 

created and recreated in them a 
sense of independence, knowledge 
and skill at warfare, and a deep com- 
mitment to their personal survival 
and that of their race. Sometimes in 
conjunction with Afrikana men ,md 
sometimes not, Afrrkana women 
have consistently struggled against 
racist oppression in both formal and 
overt ways and informal, intangible 
covert ways. In this sense, Mrikana 
women were the forerunners of the 
Euroamerican middle class feminist 
movement. However, Euroameri- 
can mainstream feminist theory and 
Women's Studies present a way of 
looking and seeing feminism that 
obscures the bstorical collective ex- 
periences of Afrikana women. 
Euroamerican feminists have the 
power to name that which goes by 
the name of "feminist." In ths re- 
gard, they have produced and vali- 
dated knowledge that ignores or a t  
best marginalizes the knowledge, 
perspectives, and experiences of Af- 
rikana women. They have been suc- 
cessful in centering their issues and 
experiences and decen twin g the is- 
sues and lived experiences uf other 
women. 

The purpose of t h s  article is to 
begin to sort out and clarify various 
constructions of feminism paying 
particular attention to Aftikana 
women's self-definitions ot femi- 
nism. This article is a "working pa- 
per" that is part of a larger more 
industrio~us project to develop and 
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explicate a new knowledge of femi- 
nism, in general, and Afrikana 
women's feminism, in particular. In 
this article, I wiH simply delineate 
and illuminate the various 
strands/theories of Afrikana 
women's feminjsm, identifying 
common themes as we1 as differ- 
ences across conceptualizations of 
feminism. 

The methodology utilized in 
this article consists of a critical 
analysis of Literature identified by a 
search of feminist/womanist writ- 
ings and discourse. Themes are 
identified in these writings and Af- 
rikana women's feminism is classi- 
fied and discussed within the fol- 
lowing three categories: Black Femi- 
nism, Womanism, and Afrikana 
Wornanism. The article concludes 
with a working definition and cri- 
tique of mainstream Euroamerican 
terninism vis-a-vis the feminist 
theories of Afrikana women. 

Black Feminism 
Black feminism as a concept can 

be said to represent a point of view 
that emphasizes or is characterized 
by a focus on the histclrical realities 
of enslavement; the lived experi- 
ences of Afrikana wornen; the mani- 
fold and simultaneous oppression 
of race, class, and gender; and the 
life and death struggles for survival 
and liberation. f i s  conceptualiza- 
tion of Afrjkana women's feminism 
can be found in the works of Afri- 
kana women scholars such as Patri- 
cia Hill~oltins (1989), bell hooks 
(1 984), the Combnhee h v e r  Collec- 
tive (19811), an J Michelle Wallace 
(1975). 

According to Patricia Hill-Col- 
lins (19931, the origin of Black ierni- 
nism is the lived experiences that 
enslaved Afrikan women brought 
with them to the United States in the 
eighteenthand early nineteenth cen- 
turies. Prior to their enslavement, 
Afrikan women were socialized to 
be independent, self-reliant, and re- 
sourceful. Despite the fact that this 

Afnkan feminism was modified by 
slavery, Afrikana women were de- 
termined to maintain these key ele- 
ments of heir Afrikan self-defini- 
tions as women. 

Sometimes in 
conjunction with 
Afikana men and 

sometimes not, 
Afirkana women 
have consistently 
struggled against 
racist oppression 
in both formal and 

overt ways and 
informal, 

intangible covert 
ways. 

Contemporary conceptualiza- 
tions of Black Feminism such as Col- 
lins', have their hstorical roots in 
the perspectives and activism of 
early nineteenth century Afrrkana 
women, such as Sojourner Truth, 
Mary Ann Shadd Cary, Harriet Tub- 
man, and Lucy C. Laney. However, 
although these Afrikana women 
laid the intellectual and political 
groundwork for a "Black Femi- 
nism," it was twentieth century Af- 
rikana women that brought Black 
Feminism as a political movement 
and Black feminist thought as its in- 
tellectual voice and vision to full 
fruition (Col lh ,  1993). 

Organizing around Afnkana 
women's struggles against racism, 
sexism and heterosexual oppres- 
sion, the Combahee River Collective 
developed and articulated a state- 
ment on Black feminism and activ- 
ism that firmly melds the two to- 
gether. Afrikana feminist Barbara 
Smith describes the Combahee 
fiver Collective statement as "a 
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concise articulation of Black ferni- 
nist theory and practice. It exempli- 
fies the way in which the richest 
analysis and ideology are integrally 
connected to organizing: that theory 
and practice are simply different 
spokes of the same wheel of making 
change" (Smith, 1986). 

The Combahee River Collective 
basically defines Black Feminism as 
a logical political movement to com- 
bat the multiple and simultaneous 
oppression that all women of color 
experience. According to the Collec- 
tive, the genesis of contemporary 
Black Feminism involves an af- 
firmation of its origins in the histori- 
cal reality of Afrikan American 
women's continuous life-and-death 
struggle for survival and liberation. 

Picking up on this theme, Col- 
lins (1989) talks about Afrikana 
women's sustained resistance as the 
creation of a powerful foundation 
for a more visible Black feminist ac- 
tivist tradition. 

Ttus tradition is greatly influ- 
enced and shaped by the goals of 
Black feminist thought. Coilins at- 
tributes the enduring and shared re- 
sistance among AfrLkana women to 
their understanding of their oppres- 
sion and their appropriate action to 
resist it. Afrikan Antericm women 
have a self-defined position on their 
own oppression. They have a dis- 
tinctive set of experiences due to 
their political and economic status. 
These experiences provide them 
with a different view of material re- 
alty than available to other groups. 
Afrikan American women experi- 
ence a different world, a world that 
is unique only to them. In this sense, 
Afrikan American women have a 
distinctive Black feminist conscious- 
ness, one that has been structured by 
the intersection of race, class and 
gender. Thus, Black Feminism as a 
concept, concerns itself with the d- 
multaneity of race, class and sexual 
oppression. 

h addition, the concept of Black 
Feminism stresses the importance ot 
solidarity with Black men. Ttus is in 



contradistinction from those 
Euroamerican and other feminists 
who advocate the separation of 
women and men. According to the 
Combahee River Collective, "our 
situation as Black people necessi- 
tates that we have solidarity around 
the fact of race, which white women 
of course do not need to have with 
white men, unless it is their negative 
solidarity as racial oppressors" 
(1986:12). 

Womanism 
Womanism is a concept utilized 

by some Afrikana women to charac- 
terize their commitment to the sur- 
vival and wholeness of entire peo- 
p le, female and male alike. 

The womanist phlosophy rep- 
resents a consciousness that incor- 
porates racial, cultural, sexual, na- 
tional, economic and political con- 
siderations of oppression. The con- 
cept of "Womanism" is borrowed 
from writer Alice Walker (1983) 
who coined the term following her 
review of Rebecca Jackson's auto- 
biographical writings. Amid the 
editor's speculation that the rela- 
tionship between Jackon and Re- 
becca Perot might have been con- 
strued in a modem context as  les- 
bian, Walker attempted to clarify 
and distinguish Afrikana women's 
conceptualization and lived experi - 
ences of feminism. According to 
Walker, in the Black feminist cul- 
tural tradition, "womanism" in- 
cludes women's love for other 
women but it is not separatist (Hine, 
1993). Embracing and sometimes 
expanding Walker's concept of 
Womanism, a variety ot Afrikana 
women have used ttus concept in 
their explications of Afrikana 
women's feminism. These women 
include: Elsa Barkley Brown (1989), 
Clukwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi 
(1985) in Donaldson, 1992, and Mar- 
garet A. Shaw (1992). 

According to the Walker defini- 
tion of womanism, a womanist can 
be described as a Black feminist or 

teminist of color. The concept was 
derived hum the expression of 
mothers in the Afrikana comrnu- 
nity: "you are acting womanish." By 
ths they simply meant that a not yet 
adult is acting like an adult, like a 
woman, wanting to know more than 
you should, wanting to be grown. 
Some Afrikana women who define 
their feminism in terms of the con- 
cept of womanism often relate to 
Barbara Smith's insightful discus- 
sion of the intersection of race, class, 
and gender. According to Barbara 
Smith (1983), everything in the 
world kicks our behinds-race, 
class, gender, and homophobia. She 
emphasizes that it is counterpro- 
ductive to rank oppression. Sexism 
like all other isms is a part of our 
lives. Responding to Barbara 
Smith's comments, Ogunyemi con- 
tends that, "tlus description of 
'womanism' affirms the intern eav- 
ing of oppression and incorporates 
sexual, racial, cultural, national, and 
economic considerations into any 
politics of reading" (Ogunyemi, in 
Donaldson, 1992:2 1). 

Afra kan American 
women experience 

a diflerent world, a 
world that  i s  

unique only to  
them. 

According to Brown (1989), 
many women have adopted the 
term "womanism" to avoid the limi- 
tations of other terminology. Walker 
and Ogunyemi define "womanism" 
as a type of consciousness that in- 
cludes considerations of race, cul- 
t ure, sex, nationalism, economics, 
and politics. Brown quotes 
Ogmyemi as saying: "black 
wornanism is a philosophy, that 
concerns itself both with sexual 
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equality in the black community 
and 'with the world power structure 
that subjugates' both blacks and 
women" (Brown, 1989:613-14). 

Margaret Shaw (1992), posits 
that Black women's concerns center 
on structural inequality, for exam- 
ple, race, class, rather than their 
place in the structure. She view's 
white feminists as being concerned 
with shifting the power from white 
middle-class males to themselves 
within the same oppressive racist 
system, whereas Black women of all 
socioeconomjc status arc concerned 
with changing the racist oppressive 
system (dominmt powrr system) to 
effect rquali ty for all people includ- 
ing Black men. Shaw provides a con- 
trasting view of oppression. Male 
supremacy is regarded as the enemy 
by whit; ferninjsts, but Black 
women view whte supremacy as 
the enemy. White feminists are con- 
cerned with individuality (I and 
me), and Black women are con- 
cenled with uplifting the entire 
Black commtmity. Shaw contends, 
"feminists tend to be middle-class 
and white and have as their major 
concern sexist economics versus the 
trilogy of Black terninist issues of 
race, class and economic oppres- 
sion ... we are all women but our ex- 
periences do not allow us to share 
common ground" (1992:21). 

Afrikana Womanism 
Afrikana womanism is a con- 

cept coined and defined by Clenora 
Hudson-Weems in 1987, and intro- 
duced at the National Council for 
Black Studies Conference in March, 
1988. Hudson-Weems believes that 
it is crucial that women of the Afri- 
kan Diaspora name and define their 
own unique movement. According 
to Hudson-Weems (1992), the term I 

feminism, as defined and used by 
Euroamerican women, does not 
portray the reality of Afrikana 
women or their level of struggle. In 
many respects, it represents a type 
of inverted white patriarchy, with 



Euroarnerican feminists in charge 
and on top. Vivian Gordon elo- 
quently articulates this perception. 
According to Gordon, "the move- 
ment fails to state clearly that the 
system is wrong, what i t  does not 
communicate is that white women 
want to be a part of the system. They 
seek power, not change" (Gordon, 
1987:47). 

Hudson-Weems argues that 
"Black Feminism" is a modified ter- 
minology that reflects some Black 
women's attempt to ii t into an estab- 
lished Euroan~ericm teminist para- 
digm and thus should be reevalu- 
ated. Her position is that while it 
may deal with issues of sexism it 
~ O L ' S  little or nothing to clarify the 
critical problems within the Afri- 
kana community which are mflu- 
enced by racism and classism. Ac- 
cording to Hudson-Weems, histori- 
cal realities greatly differ for main- 
stream feminists and womanis ts, 
subsequently a fen-linist ideology is 
not equally applicable to woman- 
ists. In support of this position, 
Hudson-Weems quotes Historian 
Bettina Aptheker who analyzes the 
problem accordingly: 

When we place women at 
the center of our tlunlung, 
we are going about the busi- 
ness of creating an hstori- 
cal and cultural matrix from 
which women may claim 
autonomy and inde- 
pendence over their own 
lives. For Women of Color, 
such an equality, such as 
empowerment, cannot take 
place unless the cornmuni- 
ties in which they live can 
si~ccessfully establish their 
own racial and cultural in- 
tegrity (Aptheker, in Hud- 
son- Weems, 1989:187). 

Hudson-Weems finds "Afri- 
kana Womanism" to be a more com- 
patible and affirming concept. Us- 
ing this concept, she develops a new 
terminology and paradigm for Afri- 
kana women offering m a1 term tive 

critical theory of feminism. Hudson- 
Weerns sets out eighteen charac- 
teristics that distinguishes "Afri- 
kana Womanism." These points can 
be sumnlarized as follows: Afrikana 
women name and define them- 
selves; are family centered; believe 
in sisterhood; encourage male pres- 
ence and participation in their strug- 
gle; possess and den~onstrate great 
strength; desire positive male com- 
panionshp; have flexible roles as 
homemakers; denland respect and 
recognition in the search for whole- 
ness and authenticity; are extremely 
spiritual; respect and appreciate 
elders and encourage their young to 
do the same; demand no separate 
space for n o u r i s h g  their individ- 
ual needs and goals; and are ambi- 
tious, but committed to mothering 
and nurturing their families, in par- 
ticular and society in general. 

According t o  
Hudson- Weems 
(1992), the term 
feminism, as 

defined and used 
by Euroarnerican 
women, does not 

portray the reality 
of Afikana women 

or their level of 
s truggle. 

According to Hudson-Weems, 
"Afrikana Womanism" portrays the 
activism and the role of Ahikana 
women, and can be traced back to 
Sojourner Truth's speech which 
Hudson-Weems claims set the stage 
for Afrlkana women's discourse 
that focused on their unique experi- 
ences, needs, and desires. 
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Conclusion 
My analysis of Afrikana 

women's feminism highhghts the 
problematic nature of Euroameri- 
can feminism. It is clear from these 
conceptualizations that mainstream 
Euroamerican conceptualization of 
feminism is an inappropriate frarne- 
work to address the concerns and 
issues of Afrikana womanism. What 
is mainstream Euroamerican femi- 
nism? Mainstream Euroamerican 
feminism is the dominant feminist 
paradigm in the United States. It 
comes from privileged Euroameri- 
can women who have been and con- 
tinue to be middle class, profes- 
sional and/or academics. 

As Ahkana feminists, such ,zs 

bell hooks (1984) points out, this 
paradigm ( 1 )  negates the knowl- 
edge and lived experiences of Afri- 
kana women; (2) ignores the com- 
plexity and diversity of Afrikana 
women's experiences; and (3) as- 
sumes that the reality of Euroameri- 
can middle class women is the real- 
ity of all women. Thus, it reflects 
their class interests. In other words, 
they have been successful in making 
their interests the definitive state- 
ment of feminist theory. 

Historically, Afrikana women 
have had respect for difference. Our 
lived experiences and the contem- 
porary realities of racism, sexism, 
and classism have sensitized us to 
respect difference. Many Eure 
american feminists have failed to ac- 
knowledge our experiences, and the 
multiple and interlocking oppres- 
sion whch have shaped our lives. 
This may be partially attributed to 
the dominant feminist paradigm's 
co-optation of mainstream patriar- 
chal values. It seems apparent that 
some Euroamerican feminists seek 
power within the very system that 
they view as oppressive. Why 
should Afrikana women whole- 
heartedly embrace a movement that 
is counterproductive and wdl not 
benefit them? 



In addition, some Euroameri- 
can feminists' demand for inde- 
pendence and freedom from farmly 
responsibility is problematic for Af- 
rikana women. Afnkana women's 
opposition to the aforementioned 
has been historically demonstrated. 
hooks (1984) regards the feminist 
devaluation of family life analysis as 
a direct reflection of the class nature 
of the contemporary feminist move- 
ment. hooks states, "We wish to ai- 
firm the primacy of family life be- 
cause we know that families are the 
only sustained support system for 
exploited and oppressed peoples. 
We wish to rid family life of the 
abusive d immsions created by sex- 
ist oppression without devastating 
it" (1984:37). 

The uniqueness of Afrikana 
women's experiences cannot be 
overstated. We, unli kc many others, 
were subjected to being dehuman- 
ized on a daily basis during slavery. 
Afrikana women have endured and 
continue to endure oppression that 
Euroamerican women neither expe- 
rienced nor were subjected to. Afrj- 
kana women were ruthless1 y ex- 
ploited. We were enslaved, wpa- 
rated from our families, lynched, 
brutally raped and murdered. In her 
book, "Women, Race and Class," 
Angela Davis elaborates on this ex- 
perience in her discussion of Afri- 
kana women under slavery: 

Black women were equal to 
their men in the oppression 
they suffered; they were 
their men's sccial equals 
within the slave commu- 
nity; and they resisted slav- 
ery with a passion equal to 
their men's. This was one of 
the greatest ironies of the 
slave system, for in subject- 
ing women to the most 
ruthless exploitation con- 
ceivable, exploitation 
which knew no sex distinc- 
tions, groundwork was cre- 
ated not only for Black 
women to assert their 

equality through their so- 
cial relations, but also to ex- 
press it through their acts of 
resistance ... If Black women 
bore the temble burden of 
equality in oppression, if 
they enjoyed equality with 
their men in their domestic 
env ironrnent, then they also 
asserted their equality ag- 
gressively in challenging 
the inhuman institution of 
slavery (Davis, 1983:19,23). 

Davis also addresses the issue of 
expediency. She contends that when 
it was politically or ec~nomically ex- 
pedient (profitable) to do so, the 
white slaveholder exploited Afrj- 
kana women as if they were men. 
That is, in effect they rendered Afri- 
kana women genderless. On the 
other hand, when they could be ex- 
ploited, punished and repressed in 
ways that only women could, then 
they were locked into their female 
roles. 

Some Euroamerican feminists, 
like earlier slaveholders, utilize ex- 
pediency to meet their agenda. 
Many of them do not differ very 
much from their male counterparts 
in their 'timely inclusion' of Afrikan 
American women. When it affords 
them credibility Afrikan American 
women are included in their dis- 
course. However, issues germane to 
our lives and experiences are virtu- 
ally nonexistent in the mainstream 
Euroamerican feminist movement. 

According to Hudson-Weems: 

For many wtute women, 
Afrikana women exist for 
their purpose-a dramati- 
zation of oppression. W t e  
women define themselves 
as the defirutive woman 
. . .there was no need to 
name their studies as 
'White' Women's Stud- 
ies. . . Gender-specific dis- 
crimination is the key issue 
for Women's Studies, it un- 
fortunately narrows the 
goals of Afrikana liberation 

and devalues the quality of 
Afrikana life. Thus, it nei- 
ther identifies nor defines 
the primary issue for Afri- 
kana women or other 
Women of Color. Therefore, 
it is crucial that Afrikana 
women engage in self-nam- 
ing and selfdefinition, lest 
they fall into the trap of re- 
fuung a critical ideology at 
the risk of surrendering the 
critical self (1989: 107). 

Hudson-Weems g c e  on to say 
that the interpretation of the Afrikan 
experience is often imposed by 
Euroamerican feminists when it is 
convenient for them. They drama- 
tize our oppression. A case in point 
can be found in their interpretation 
of Sojourner Truth's "And Ain't I A 
Woman" speech. It is ironic that 
Euroamerican feminists refer to ths 
speech often to show that Afrikana 
women's concern, like theirs, was 
with sexist oppression. However, 
according to Hudson-Weems 
(1 9891, Sojourner was a t t a c h g  nut 
embracing a part of the Women's 
Rights Agenda that was excluding 
her. 

The voices of 
wornen from the 
Afikan Diaspora 

must be heard. 

It is also both trapc and ironk 
that the contemporary ferninis t 
movement parallels the early 
women's movement in its sustain- 
ing racist practices. Diane Lewis 
(1988) posits that the current move- 
ment continues to deny th impor- 
tance of our hstory and experience. 
According to Lewis, essentially Af- 
rikana women occupy the same sub- 
ordinate status within the current 
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Double Functions of Knowledge Production in 
Education: Enlightenment and Emancipation or 

Dominance and Domestication 

T 
he theory and practice of 
education, which, as a 
whole, represents learning, 
inquiry, understanding, 

and the knowing process, tradition- 
ally has been assumed to contribute 
toward the development of enlight- 
enment and emancipation from ig- 
norance. Indeed, the educational 
project of enlightenment and eman- 
cipation from ignorance provides 
the fundamental justification for the 
education of persons w ithm society. 
The need for education is identical 
to both the personal and socio-cul- 
tural need to be enlightened and 
emancipated from ignorance. This 
educational need for enlightenment 
and emancipation originated in the 
contexts of human and social needs. 

A fundamental question then 
arises: Why do persons and smiety 
need enlightenment and emancipa- 
tion? Why not remain in ignorance? 
Does enljgh tenmen t necessarily 
lead to emancipation? The search 
for the answers to these questions 
can be related to the aspiration to 
construct and realize the democratic 
principles of human life and society. 
Furthermore, this search explores 
and explicates how knowledge 
leads to the construction of the 
democratic life and a democratic so- 
ciety. 

by Kyung Hi Kim 

Kyung Hi  Kim is an Instructor in the Dfyorhnrr! t of Leadership and 
Educaf ional Policy Studies, College of Educatiotr, Northern Illinois 
University, DeKaIb, Illinois. 

In the effort to become enlight- 
ened, or simply to become less and 
less ignorant, the development, con- 
struction, and production of knowl- 
edge, whch epitomize the opposite 
character of ignorance, constitute 
the primary educational endeavor. 
Tlus means that the educational pro- 
ject of knowledge construction and 
production is assumed to be con- 
nected to the achevement of en- 
lightenment and emancipation. But 
are they really connected in our 
most influential educational theo- 
ries and practices? Unfortunately, a 
great number of critical educators 
claim that knowledge constn~ction 
and production in education have 
been a crucial tool for domestication 
and dominance over people (Frejre, 
1992; Giroux, 1981; Shor, 1987). This 
view contradicts the prevailing 
views of the function of knowledge 
construction and production. At this 
time E want to attempt to clarify 
these apparently contradictory 
functions of knowledge production 
in education and to discuss some of 
the implications of their contradic- 
tory views of the functions of knowl- 
edge prduction in education. 

E will lay out the contradictory 
functions of knowledge production 
by examining and analyzing the fol- 
lowing concepts and relationshps: 
a) the nature and character of 

knowledge; b) the nature of the sub- 
ject and object relationship in 
knowledge production; c) the ques- 
tion of what determines and defines 
the divisions addressed in a) and b); 
d) the contradictory nature of thew 
divisions; e) the problematic uf 
prevalent knowledge production as 
a hegemonic and ideologjcal tool for 
domestication and dominance; fj 
the necessity of knowledge in rela- 
tion to enlightenment and emanci- 
pation. 

. . . all persons are 
taking part in 
constructing a 

more 
self-de termining, 

just, and 
democratic life attd 

society. 

I begin with the nature and 
character of knowledge. Tradition- 
ally, knowledge is distinguished 
from mere opinion and information. 
Then, what characterizes this dis- 
tinction? What do we mean when 
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we say to others, "it's just my opin- 
ion." f i s  statement simply offers 
"my" subjective opinion. And it pre- 
sents no clear grounds to convince 
others. Nor is my subjective opinion 
meant to be an objective opinion 
which can be sharable and agreeable 
to everyone or anyone else. There- 
fore, one characteristic of mere opin- 
ion can be the lack of elaboration 
and grounding for arriving at 
shared undrrstanding. 

What characterizes informa- 
tion? As our modem and postmod- 
em time is often epitomized as the 
"mformation age," we hear such 
phrases as "information agency," 
"information theory," ,and "infor- 
mation center." h,lureover, wc havc 
even come to accept the view that 
schooling is "mforma tion centered," 
or that the schovl is an institution for 
the 'production and distribution of 
information' to meet the denlands of 
our "mformation age." Therefore, 
we arc quite accustomrd to hearing 
comments from students st~ch as, "I 
do not tfunk 1 learned an).thing he- 
cause I was nut Informed uf any- 
thing new." Or, "this class was very 
infornm tivc.." 

What do these curnments repre- 
sent? Usually, they represent an in- 
put and output product oriented 
teachng and learning process. In 
othcr words, in the learning process, 
students are preoccupied with fig- 
uring out how many items of infor- 
mation there are and with making 
sure they get those items in time for 
their tests and in order to get a good 
grade. Moreover, students are inter- 
ested in adding more items of &or- 
mation to their information storage. 
As evidenced from the above illus- 
trations, and since information is 
perceived as isolated and fact-ori- 
ented items, things, or news, infor- 
mation tends to have a quantita- 
tively cumulative character. How- 
ever, those linearly structured, sepa- 
rated items of lnformation do not 
foster critical thinlung, reflection, 
and analysis of possibly related and 
interconnee ted phenomena. If one 

cannot identify, elaborate, and clar- 
ify the relationships between and 
among the factors and elements of 
phenomena, one cannot say that one 
has a clear and critical under- 
standing of them. And if one has not 
a critical understanding, it will be 
harder for one to develop an insight 
into the subject or issue one is study- 
ing. 

Unfortunately, a 
great number of 

critical educators 
claim that 
knowledge 

construction and 
production in 

education Irave 
beer! a cnrcial tool 
for domestication 

nnd dominance 
over people. 

The nature and character of 
knowledge can be better under- 
stood through comparison with 
mere opinion and idonnation. One 
will not say, "lt is just my knowl- 
edge," if one does not have any in- 
tention or desire to share one's 
knowledge with others and m a h g  
it agreeable to them through con- 
tributing to convincing and helping 
them reach understanding. Infor- 
mation by itself is not knowledge 
(Barnes, 1984; Gray, 1968; Maritain, 
1940). Information is material for 
that understanding and insight 
which knowledge is. lnformation 
can become knowledge only when 
separated items of ~nformation are 
related to each other through one's 
critical reflection and analysis. And 
critical reflection and analysis of 
relevant ~nformation would Iead 
one to develop critical under- 

standing and insight into what one 
investigates in the process of at- 
tempting to construct and produce 
knowledge. 

Who is capable of knowing? 
Who is capable of constructing and 
producing knowledge? Do we un- 
derstand that these two questions 
are asking the same t h g ?  Or do we 
understand them differently? h re- 
spect to the first question, most p e e  
ple would say that throughout our 
lives we are all involved in some 
way or other in the knowing proc- 
ess, therefore, we can say that we all 
are capable of knowing. As for the 
second question, most people 
would say that not all people are 
capable of constructing and produc- 
ing knowledge and that only some 
specific and special people can do 
that job. Then, who are the people 
who are assumed to be in the posi- 
tion of, or in charge of, producing 
and distributing knowledge? Most 
people would answer that highly 
trained and educated experts, schol- 
ars, and academicians are the ones 
who are responsible for knowledge 
production and distribution. 

Why do we believe that all of us 
are capable of knowing, but are not 
capable of producing knowledge? 
This division between being able to 
know and being able to produce 
knowledge is very closely related to 
the subject and object relationship in 
knowledge production in educa- 
tion. Teachers are the ones who are 
in the position of producing and dis- 
tributing knowledge to students. 
And students are the ones who are 
in the position of receiving, being 
transmitted to, being imposed 
upon, and being indoctrinated into 
the knowledge. Therefore, it is clear 
that teachers are the subjects and 
students are the objects in terms of 
kno~vledge production and distri- 
bution in education. 

W h a t  determines and defines 
this division and what legitimizes 
this division? What maka us 
beleive that teachers have the 
authority to prduce and distribute 
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the knowledge to the learners even 
though we all, whether we are 
teachers or learners, take part in the 
knowing process and are all capable 
of knowing? One good symbol of 
legitimizing this division is consid- 
ered to be the teachers' ~msession of 
degrees or certification. Possessing 
degrees and certification represent 
persons' fulfillment and completion 
of the objective standards and con- 
ditions sufficiently well for them to 
be able to constrr~ct, produce and 
distribute knowledge to other less 
educated or non-educated persons. 
Therefore, one generally accepted 
criterion for telling the difference 
between a person who is capable of 
knowing and a person who is capa- 
ble of producing knowledge, in 
other words, between ordinary per- 
sons and elites, is the attainment of 
degrees and certificates wluch at- 
tests the completionui requirements 
and the possession of the necessary 
objective standards. 

What characterizes the objec- 
tive standards? Are these -called 
objective standards necessarily the 
right standards for proving that one 
knows what knowledge is? Should 
we always consider that persons 
who have achieved these objective 
standards are the only ones or the 
best ones authorized to produce and 
distribute knowledge? Who con- 
structs the objwtive standards? No 
one would doubt that one reason 
objective standards are framed by 
the academic elites is to produce 
other elites and to legitimize the 
knowledge industry for the elites. 
Given the problematic nature of 
knowledge production up to this 
point, we should further ask by 
whom, for whom, and for what is 
knowledge produced? 

Depending on the different an- 
swers for these three questions, we 
can see that knowledge production 
can have double and contradictory 
functions. If the questions are an- 
swered with the claim that knowl- 
edge is prduced only by the elites, 
for the elites to perpetuate and le- 

gitimize their privilege through 
claiming their authority, then 
knowledge production is function- 
ing as a means for domesticating 
people into the masses and for 
dominating them. However, if the 
questions are answered with the 
claim that knowledge has been con- 
structed and produced by all people 
who ace living on this earth, for the 
ones who are struggling and search- 
ing for a better life, and for the con- 
struction of a more humanized life 
and society for all through overcom- 
ing ignorance, prejudice, injustice, 
and irrationality, then knowledge is 
produced by the attainment and ad- 
vancement of erdightenment and 
emancipation from ignorance. This 
means that all persons are taking 
part in constructing a more self-de- 
termining, just, and democratic life 
and societj. 

I am arguing that 
the contradictory 

functions of 
knowledge 

production can be 
tnore f i l l y  

overcome when 
education connects 

the capability of 
knowing with the 

capability of 
constructing 
know ledge. 

If we agree that knowledge pro- 
duction in education is elite-specific, 
and is oriented and dominated by 
them, then knowledge production 
and distribution can perpetuate the 
legitimation of elite dominance over 
other people. Moreover, the domi- 
nance over other people by elites can 
be strengthened through domesti- 

cat ing them by promoting inforrna- 
tion- oriented, technocra tically 
structured, and input and output 
productqentered educational proc- 
esses, which do not foster critical 
thking, reflection, and analysis in 
education. In other words, elite-cen- 
tered knowledge prmluctian can be 
a powerful ideological and 
hegemonic tool for dominance and 
domestication. We cannot but ask 
again, Why we are involved in 
learning? To understand and make 
more sense about human life within 
human society? Or to purchase and 
sustain privilege and dominance? 

If we go back to my previous 
discussion on the nature and charac- 
ter of knowledge, it is clear that the 
pursuit and attainment of knowl- 
edge require critical reflection, 
analysis, understanding, and a will- 
ingness or desire to share and to 
convince others t h o  ugh developing 
rational and reasonable arguments 
and justif cation. In this sense, the 
attainment of knowledge can lead 
one to become more enhghiened 
and to become emancipated from 
ignorance, prejudice, and dogmatic 
irrationality. If t h s  is so, why do wc 
have contradictory functions of 
knowledge production in educa- 
tion? And how can we overcome 
ths contradiction? I will say that the 
division between being able to 
know and being able to construct 
knowledge is the cn~cial cause for 
this contradiction. Theretore, I am 
arguing that the contradictory hnc- 
tions of knowledge production can 
be more fully overcome when edu- 
cation connects the capability of 
hnowing with the capability of con- 
structing knowledge. 

In conclusion, I believe that the 
process of education can be better 
justified when educational projects 
promote enlightenment and eman- 
cipation-oriented knowledge con- 
struction and production. The rea- 
son for this is that enlightenment 
and emancipation are the necessary 
and crucial elements in our aspira- 
tions toward constructing, and par- 
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ticipating within, needed demo- 
cratic renewat. Therefore, i f  we un- 
derstand the contradictory function 
of knowledge-production in terms 
of its use as promoting domestica- 
tion and ciominnnce over people, I 
propose that desirable educational 
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The Pedagogy of Infomation Technology: The 
Faster We Go the Behinder We Get 

We've got a future and it's 
rushin' in. 

Paul McCartney "We're 
Gonna' Grt It Right" 

My largest worry is that stu- 
dents will come to confuse 
dormation with educa- 
tion. Tc) inform is not the 
same as to learn. (Suber, 
1992) 

T he Mormation Age has 
been much touted, but 
when historians and others 
look back and reflect on the 

twentieth century, the move of soci- 
ety from an industrial base to an 
information base will likely be the 
most significant event of this cen- 
tury (American Library Assocjation, 
1989). Our society generates a y rodi- 
gious amount of information. Ap- 
proximately every fifteen years the 
amount of information in the world 
doubles. We generate over one bil- 
lion pages of output each day in the 
United States alone. There are over 
1.3 trillion documents stored in the 
country's business and government 
offices. (Frappaolo, 1993) Keeping 
track and rnakmg sense of available 
mforma t ion is becoming increas- 
ingly difficult. What is being done to 
k e p  up with the information explo- 
sion? The answer lies in electronic 
informa tion technology-nline, 

by Byron Anderson 
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CD-ROM, networks, discussion 
lists, ftp file transfer, e-mail, etc. 

No technology has ever un- 
folded its potentialities as swiftly as 
computers and telecommunications 
are doing (Rosak, 1984). Ten years 
ago, personal computers were still 
relatively new, and the situation ten 
years from now is nearly impossible 
to predict. Already here and devel- 
oping quickly are technologies such 
as virtual reality, interactive multi- 
media, and interactive cable. To- 
day's communication companies, 
cable television providers, com- 
puter giants, and entertainment em- 
pi res are realigning themselves to 
get a piece of this new pie. Technol- 
ogy has taken on a momentum of its 
own, so much so that its capacities 
have been stated with exaggerated 
clairns. For example, I.G. Good and 
Christopher Evans in describing 
machine intelligence during the 
19713s and early 1980s said, "The 
UIM (Ultra Intelligent M a c h e )  will 
enable us to solve any practically 
solvable problem and shall Per- 
haps acheve world peace, the elixir 
of life, the piecemeal conversion of 
people into UTPs (Ultra [ntelligent 
People), or the conversion of the 
world's population into a single 
UIP" (Rosak, 1484, quoting Good 
and Evans). Events since that time, 
while being technologically s i p f i -  
cant, would suggest that ths type of 
thinking was exuberant and grossly 
exaggerated. Unfortunately, today's 

claims about technological capabili- 
ties continued to be overly optimis- 
tic. 

A good way to 
think of 

information 
technology is to  

think of the 
personal computer, 

telephone, fax, 
modem, e-mail,& 

file transfer, 
netrvorking, 
CD-ROM, 

interactive media, 
and mir lti-channel 

cablp a El in one. 

Technology has become an all 
purpose weasel word meaning all 
t h g s  to all people; however, 
whether computers are God-like 
and capable of great things is  not the 
point. For information technology 
the point is that it is here to stay, will 
continue to grow and take on new 
roles. We need to take tlus technol- 
ogy seriously and discover what it 
can do lor us and to us. Immediately 
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recognizable are thc rapid strides 
that technology has made in storing, 
organizing, retrieving, and net- 
worlung of mformation, the four 
cornerstones of electronic infoma- 
tion. Advances in fiber optics have 
created the potential to transmit the 
entire contents of the Library of 
Congress (6U terabytes of infonna- 
tion or 60 billion sheets of paper) 
from Clucago to New Yclrk in only 
two hours. Over traditional copper 
wiring, this same transmission 
would take 2,000 years to complete 
(Frappaolo, 1993). In 1983, there 
were 310 million o n h e  database re- 
cords; today there are more than five 
billion. The dormation explosion 
has become an ~nformation implo- 
sion, that is, access to an enormous 
amount of information through a 
single sourcethe personal com- 
puter. A good way to think of infor- 
mation technology is to think of the 
personal computer, telephone, fax, 
modem, e-mail, ftp file transfer, net- 
working, CD-ROM, interactive me- 
dia, and multi-channel cable all in 
one. There is little question that in- 
formation technology has laid the 
foundation for a new world order. 

I t  is interesting to note that be- 
fore personal computers, we had lit- 
tle difficulty defining the term "in- 
formation." Now we seem over- 
whelmed with the amount and 
types of information available and 
use adjectives such as inundate and 
overload to describe the current pic- 
ture. Early in the picture of elec- 
tronic information Naisbitt: (1982) 
said, "We are drowning in informa- 
tion but starved for knowledge." 
New phrases have been coined such 
as "information literate" to define a 
level of intelligence citizens need in 
order to perform adequately in soci- 
ety. Its current meaning and use 
came in response to national educa- 
tion reform initiatives such as the 
Department of Education's A Na- 
tion at Risk which proposed a fourth 
" R  of computer literacy, and the 
proposed Goals 2000: Educate 
America Act. The American Library 

Asswia t ion Presidential Committee 
on Information Literacy (1989) 
stated the need to "underscore the 
importance of access to and use of 
good information in an age charac- 
terized by rapid change, a global en- 
vironment, and unprecedented ac- 
cess to intbnnation." The U.S. De- 
partment of Labor's SCANS Report 
for American 2000: What Work Re- 
quires of Schools, identified five 
competencies for workplace know- 
how: resources, interpersonal slulls, 
information, systems, and technol- 
ogy. Three of the five involve com- 
ponents of lnforrnation or technol- 
om. 

A number of 
conceptual and 
organizational 
changes need to  
take place when 

introducing 
information 

technology into a 
curricu Ium. 

Most of the Literature on &or- 
mat ion techno logy discusses the 
hardware and software capability, 
but little of the training required fclr 
teachers and others to instruct stu- 
dents properly in understanding, 
accessing, evaluating, and using 
electronic information. There is 
even less research in how to educate 
an individual to become mfoma- 
tion literate, and we are just now 
coming to define information liter- 
acy. The American Library Associa- 
tion (1989) has issued a statement 
that defines an ~nformation literate 
person as one who is "able to recog- 
nize when Information is needed 
and have the ability to locate, evalu- 
ate, and use effectively the needed 
information." 

Thrrsholds in Education 

The remainder of tfus article 
will examine how technology 
changes the concept of informa tion 
and what issues to consider when 
introducing the technology into a 
school's curricula. The pedagogy 
called for is not a new information 
access course, though tlus could be 
part of a larger picture, but rather a 
restructuring of the learning proc- 
ess. The restructuring is meant to 
incorporate informa tion technology 
across the curriculum, and base the 
instruction on practical as well as 
the conceptual shlls, that is, the 
evaluation ancl utilization of infor- 
mation retrieved. 

Wormation technology, it 
would seem, should provide i ts  own 
instruction for proper use. After all 
it's accessing a world of informa- 
tion. Yet, there is an estranged rela- 
tionship between the uses  and the 
systems or products themselves. 
There are a number of reasons for 
tlus incompatibility. Barriers to ac- 
cess include among others a lack of 
standardization whch causes wide 
variations in the way different sys- 
tems work; sparse or excessive in- 
structions that accompany a prod- 
uct; poor screen design; poorly 
worded instructions and help 
screens; and ftnally, a failure to pro- 
vide a plan for formalized training 
of those who will be responsibile to 
teach others in the proper use of the 
systems and products. 

In accessing online, CD-ROM or 
other electronic mformation, tech 
nologv must not be the dominating 
factor. Users must be kept central to 
the activities of the technology. Sys- 
tem boundaries must recognize the 
needs of the user, not just the sys- 
tems designer (de la Pena McCwk, 
1993). Hurnan/mache interfaces, 
the result of choices made by de- 
signers, appear to many users a s  
t h g s  to which they must adapt. 
Systems analysts need to pay more 
attention to the ways in which peo- 
ple interact with computers and 
how information is used in real-life 
contexts. (Dunlop and Kmg, 1991) 











1'. "IfYou Know What's Goodfor You.. . 
Puevention, Com40n, and Democracy 

T his article identifies barri- 
ers that kwp education 
from contributing to peo- 
ple's quality of life as effec- 

tively as it could. I focus here on 
educational interventiot~ that are 
community-based, but I suspect 
that many of my criticisms also ap- 
ply to classroom-based interven- 
tions. I wiH begin with brief descrip- 
tions of three educational initiatives 
typical of those will criticize. 

What is wrong with the follow- 
ing pictures? 

1. Alarmed by rising rates of 
adolescent alcohol and drug use, a 
federal agency follows its legislative 
mandate to act. It offers grants to 
support local agencies in building 
community coalitions to provide 
prevention education and incentive 
programs to adolescents. Not all 
such coalition-building movements 
succeed, but many do in fact reduce 
rates of adolescent drug abuse (US. 
Office for Substance Abuse Preven- 
tioil 1990; National Institute on 
Drug Abuse, 1988). 

2. A group of state agencies of- 
fers seed hiding to local nonprofit 
organizations to build school-fo- 
cused community coalitions that 
wdl h d  ways to ensure that chil- 
dren enter school ready to learn. The 
coalitions include parents, repre- 
sentatives of local agencies, and 
other key community members. 
Communities are required to de- 
velop action plans to improve cluld 
and family well-being by providing 
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access to such services as preventive 
health care, nutrition, and substance 
abuse prevention. Local coalitions 
are encouraged to find local re- 
sources to accomplish these goals 
and to continue their own work after 
the seed funding runs out, both by 
raising funds, and by improving re- 
source sharing and collaboration 
among state and local agencies (Illi- 
nois State Board of Education 1993). 

3. A prestigious east coast uni- 
versity suneys a nearby African- 
American community to determine 
whch chronic diseases most seri- 
ously affect that community, and 
w h f  lifestyle choices people are 
m a h g  that contribute to those dis- 
eases. The university team develops 
a set of health status goals for the 
community, and the behavioral ob- 
jectives that will be necessary to 
achieve those goals. It then surveys 
the comn~unity again, interviewing 
leaders and residents, conducting 
fwus groups and other forms of eth- 
nographc research, to discover the 
most eifective ways of intervening 
to prevent these chronic diseases 
over the long term. Then, worlung 
closely with churches in the commu- 
nity, the team implements a plan to 
motivate and suppurt behavior 
change (Levirte, et a]., 192). 

All three of these examples are 
real initiatives that J have encoun- 
tered during my work as a health 
promotion planner, and they are 
typical. It may seem perverse to sug- 
gest that there is anything wrong 

with these efforts: they, and a myr- 
iad of other cnmrnumity-based 
health education projccts like them, 
are obvii>usly well-intentivned ad- 
dressed to real probl~ms, and often 
effective in reducing preventable 
mortality and morbidity (we, e.g., 
Carlaw, et al., 1984; Eldrr, et al., 
1896; McAlister, et al., 1982). Thcy 
are in fact practicing stateof-the-art 
public health science, under the ru- 
brics of "community empower- 
ment" and "comtnut~ity owner- 
shp." These catch-phrases suggest 
that what is going on here is not only 
consistent with demi>sratis princi- 
ples, but that i t  is actually devolving 
power over people's lives back to 
the people themselves-in neigh- 
borhoods, at schools, at worksites. I 
want to suggest that, instead, closer 
examination reveals that this uto- 
pian reading is  illusory, and that 
educational interventions of the 
kinds I have just described may ac- 
tually diminish community em- 
powerment. 

Consider, in the first place, what 
it would be like if six, ten, or twenty 
of these initiatives somehow came 
to roost in one community. What 
you might well end up with is six, 
ten, or twenty separate community 
coalitions working on their separate 
e m p h a s e ~ c h o o l  preparedness 
here, alcohol abuse there, skin can- 
cer somewhere else-depending en- 
tirely on what diseasesorconditions 
the project funders were interested 
in focusing on, and what ap- 
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proaches to coalition-building they 
preferred. The efforts ;ind energies 
of community members would be 
frittered away in many competing 
directions-and, despite the rheto- 
ric of empowerment, they would in 
fact be empowered only to find 
ways to help "the experts" achieve 
their predetermined goals. 

Or consider the opposite condi- 
tion, which is in fact more common: 
a smattering of such efforts are scat- 
tered across the country, depending 
on how much the funding institu- 
tions can afford in these impecuni- 
ous times, as well as on other factors 
(for example, the fact that there is a 
finite number of "experts" to go 
around). A comn~unity coalition is 
recruited, and focuses its efforts, at 
the behest of the funders, on malady 
x, y, or z; it either achieves or fails to 
achieve its goals. In one case, victory 
is declared, triumphant papers are 
published, and everybody goes 
home; in the other case, various ap- 
pruachcs are tried until everyme 
gets tired of it, including the experts. 
In either case, the funding evmtu- 
ally disappears, and community 
participants melt back into their 
daily routines, feeling bitter, con- 
fused, resigned, numb, or victori- 
ous, depending on their own expe- 
rirnce and the outcomes of the pro- 
ject-bu t knowing in arly event that 
they have done their bit for the com- 
munity, and that next time it  will be 
somebody else's turn. 

The analogy here might be a 
cloud that passes over a piece of 
parched ground, and scatters a few 
solitary drops of rain that instantly 
evaporate. Perhaps there is some 
immediate relief and refreshment- 
it may even be that the particular 
problem addressed by the project 
has gone away. If the project lasts 
long enough, perhaps a whole set of 
habits and behaviors detrimental to 
health are erased, though t h s  level 
of perfection is seldom realized. But 
even under such optimal circum- 
stances, the community is not em- 
powered; local capacity is not en- 

hanced. No cadre of community 
members is built that can diagnose 
the community's problems from its 
own perspective; no process is put 
in place to keep the conversation 
going . The community's fundamen- 
tal position here is one of passivity, 
of accepting someone else's defm- 
tion of their problems, of the priori- 
ties they should adopt, and often of 
the ways they should deal with 
those problems. Even if this sort of 
topdown, bureaucratic initiative is 
maximally successful, it  only suc- 
ceeds in addicting the community to 
a high-priced commodity called ex- 
pertise. 

. . . resource people 
go too far when 

they determine the 
henlth education 
and promotion 

agenda for a 
c o ~ n m u i i t ~ .  

Worse, it has merely rnanipu- 
lated local resources, tying them to 
broader, overarchng social pur- 
poses that may not be, that probably 
are not, optimal goals in each local 
context. Initiatives of the krnd 1 have 
described may evoke a spirit of com- 
munity activism for a while, but 
sooner or later these piecemeal, nar- 
rowly-focused efforts fade away, 
and no synergistic or lasting energy 
is generated to identify and deal 
with other problems. And there are 
always other problems. As one qual- 
ity of life deficit Fades away, another 
becomes more important-rela- 
tively, if not in absolute terms 
(Green and Kreu ter, 1991). 

Public education projects of tlus 
kind didn't start with the Year 2000 
initiatives, but unfortunatelv it ap- 
pears to be associated with them, 
since they encourage these top- 

down approaches to quality of life 
deficits, approaches based on a tech- 
nocratic rhetoric of expertise: "We 
have the statistics; we know what 
the most sigruficant preventable 
problems are, and what solution is 
best for you." This technocratic 
rhetoric can be very persuas ive  
the Year 2000 goals are based on a 
tremendous amount of research, 
and appear to constitute a plausible 
portrait of the country's health and 
educational needs, overall. 

But these overall goals do not 
necessarily translate directly to the 
Iwal level. Each community has its 
own traditions, its own culture of 
heat th- and education-related be- 
haviors and expectations; and many 
of these local habits and traditions 
have nothing whatsoever to do with 
health or education, as far as locat 
people are cuncerned. What, after 
all, is the intuitive connection he- 
tween the fact that everybaty in 
your community eats a lot of eggs or 
bratwurst and the fact that a couple 
of people down the block d i d  of 
heart attacks? Or between the facts 
that Mr. Smith gets drunk some- 
times and his daughter seems like a 
dumbbell in school? These dots can 
be connected, but many people ha- 
ven't connected them, and local tra- 
d itiom-not to mention individual 
habits based on those traditions- 
often kwp people from recognizing, 
or acting on, their ownbest interests. 
"Everybody eats brats. Everybody 
gets drunk once in a while. It's only 
natural." 

The communi t y - b a d  health 
education and promotion efforts 
I've described are designed to deal 
with these cultural harriers, of 
course; but instead of really engag- 
ing those traditions, they simply 
manipulate them to acheve their 
own apriori goals, apparently as- 
suming that what the community 
members themselves want is irrele- 
vant, unless it contributes to what 
the experts know they really need. 

What alternative is there to this 
pattern, this piecemeal smattering 
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of raindrops? Can the community 
play a part, not only in aclueving the 
goals, but also in defining them? 
Can these scattered efforts turn into 
an ongoing process carried nut by 
and truly owned by an empowered 
community, or does local culture 
simply have to stick in the craw of 
education? And if empowerment is 
possible, what is the appropriate rv- 
lationship between the metnphori- 
cal "topt'-the experts and hnding 
institutions-and the local iolks at 
the metaphorical "bottom?" 

Chnnces are that, under prevail- 
ing conditions, few communities 
will be able to step back and assess 
their own health traditions without 
a catalyst to do so. So there is a role 
for outside experts, for funders, edu- 
cators, community organizers- 
pwple who can constructively con- 
front communities with epidemio- 
logicall y-based perspectives. But 
these resource people go too far 
when they determine the health 
education and promotion agenda 
for a community. Their appropriate 
role is to build ongoing cornrn~mifv 
processes that wlll rngage all con- 
stituencies in the cornn~unity-b y 
ethnicity, social class, location, and 
so on--engaging them in a comrnu- 
nitywide dialog to diagnose the 
community's key quality of life is- 
sues. 

This vision is diiiiiult to attain 
under present circumstances, be- 
cause so many resources are tar- 
geted to specific problems--cancer, 
heart disease, AIDS, child abuse- 
that little consideration is given to 
creating ongoing processes. It's the 
old Vietnam mentality: clear the en- 
emy out of one hamlet, then march 
on to another. And it is bearing the 
same fruit: no sooner do the occupa- 
tion forces move away than new 
enemies spring up in the suppos- 
edly pacified territory. Enemies like 
heart disease don't stay dead--and 
they'll come back, unless you give 
the local people the weapons to keep 
them at bay. In this case, those 
weapons are primarily skills, the 

ability to run an ongoing conversa- 
tion within the community. 

But that conversation can't be 
limited to heart disease, or to smok- 
ing, or any other single category. No 
matter what the mandates of our 
funding agencies and support serv- 
ices may be, whether they are gov- 
ernment, voluntary, or university- 
based, the overwhelming quality of 
lify requirement at this point is re- 
ally to empower communities. And 
that can only be done by estab- 
lishng stable, representative self-di- 
agnostic processes that communi- 
ties can use to define their own prob- 
lems and priorities. 

W h a t  we do have 
the power to 

accorttplisli is the 
preparation of a 
citizen y capable 
of taking part in 

community 
processes, and of 
thinking in quality 

of life terns. 

Any reputable program de- 
signer is likely to dismiss that h d  
of proposal out of hand, of course. 
What becomes of accountability in a 
situation like that? What becomes of 
our Cartesian certitude, our scien- 
tifically induced p ~ c i p l e s  of pro- 
gram design? How do we justify our 
actions? What becomes of Ralph Ty- 
ler's four foci for educational plan- 
ning, for God's sake? Do we just let 
these yokels run off, wildly pursu- 
ing whatever hallucirlation they get 
out of a whiskey bottle or the latest 
issue of Mademoiselle, scattering tax- 
payer money over the landscape 
with no basis for evaluating yroc- 
esses, impacts, or outcomes? 

Well, no. h the first place, that 
kind of stereotype is endemic to our 
"expert" academic or bureaucratic 
perspective, because it justifies our 
place in the hierarchy of social 
power. We who are higher on the 
food chain-who have a shot, at 
least, uf more direct access to fund- 
ing-have to explain why i t  is we 
can help people further down the 
line, why thev can't help themselves 
and cut out the middleman-i.e., us. 
But even after we acknowledge that 
our perception of the public as igno- 
rant yokels (relative to ourselves, 
a n y a v )  is a thoroughly subjective, 
and hardly disinterested, judge- 
ment, our vision of an improved, 
participative process of public 
health education still has a number 
of roles reserved for "outside ex- 
perts." 

We should no longer unilater- 
ally set the goals, whatever our pre- 
cious statistics say. But we are still 
here, and we have our statistics, and 
they should go into the mix when it 
comes time to decide what I ~ a l  
goals should be. We have our yer- 
spective, and we should not confuse 
that perspective with objective 
truth; j t is a perspective among per- 
spectives, and local people will have 
a variety of perspectives, too, whch 
deserve to be considered just as se- 
riously as our own. I say that, not 
bccause I feel morally obligated as a 
cit izen of a supposedly democratic 
state, but otit of pure pragmatism: 
the fact is, their opinions ultimately 
count as much as, more than, ours 
do, because they are the ones who 
ultimately decide what lifestyle 
choices they will make. So the suc- 
cess or failure of any educational 
initiative is ultimately in thcir 
hands. (I will add, parenthetically, 
that I'm happy, as a member of a 
democratic smiety, that people have 
that final choice in their own hank .  
But that choice is in many ways a 
merely resistive, passive one; my 
democratic moral compulsions and 
my pragmatic impulses as an educa- 
tor both tell me that people must 
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have a more active role in develop- 
ing policy.) 

In order to exercise meaningful 
choice, people need to have the 
whole smorgasbord set before them. 
The ultimate priorities have to be 
theirs, but educators and experts 
have a role in making sure they con- 
sider a significant range of prob- 
lems, and the resources available to 
address those problems. To ensure 
that, experts also have a role in ex- 
pediting the process, in helping to 
establish forums in which all con- 
stituencies w i h  the community 
are effectively represented, where 
the full range of perceived barriers 
to quality of life can be freely con- 
fronted, and where a genuine con- 
sensus on priorities and strategies to 
address them can be shaped. 

In addition to this concern with 
constitutional and processual is- 
sues, experts and institutions can 
use their resources substantively, as 
well, not to prejudice local decisions 
about what problems to tackle, but 
to make sure that a full range of 
potentially sigruficant problems am 
considered at the local level. They 
can provide training and technical 
assistance to ensure that communi- 
ties become aware of these prob- 
lem' impact on lwal quality of life. 
And thev can help commtmities 
identify  sources to address the 
problems, Thesr are the two ingre- 
dients communities n e d  to deter- 
mine their priorities, atier all: they 
have to know the extent of the prob- 
lem, and they have to know what 
resources are available to redress it. 
No matter how bad a particular 
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Do Themzostats Have Beliefs? Adult Education 
and Technicist Thinking: A Call for an Adult 

Epistmo logy 

,omputers have played a 
key role in bringing about 
a new global economy in 
which "information" and 

"knowledge" are the critical eco- 
nomic resource (Camoy, 1993). 
What position should adult educn- 
tion take regarding computer tech- 
nology? Is this a serious question? 
Can anyone doubt that adult educa- 
tion should adopt computer tech- 
nology on all fronts? Wendell Berry 
did just that in an article t h t  ap- 
peared in H1777i7'5 in 1987 entitled 
"Why I am Not Going to Buy a Com- 
puter" (Berry, 1990). One reason ior 
Berry's decision is hs resistance to 
becoming hooked to the computer 
manufacturers in the same way that 
we are all "hooked to the energy 
corporations." A second reason is 
substantive: "I do not see that com- 
puters are bringing us one step 
nearer to anytlung that dws matter 
to me: peace, economic justice, eco- 
logical health, political honesty, 
familv and community stability, 
goodwork." 

I t  would be difficult, I suspect, 
to find too many voices spealung 
out in support of Berry. It is far more 
common to read that computer liter- 
acy is the key to the future and that 
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adult educatiorl is behind and needs 
to catch up, as, for example, in the 
JnnuarylFebrua~ issue of Adult 
h r n i n g  (McCullough, 1993, p. 5). 

How we think 
about knowledge 
(epistemology) 

matters because 
knowledge and 

power are 
inextricably linked. 

I do not agree with Berry. I have 
bought computers. I use a com- 
puter. I depend on computers for a 
living. Nevertheless, I take him seri- 
ouslv. 1 thmk computers, like other 
tech;lologjes, are being used to do 
harm as well as good, in ways that 
directly affect adult education. For 
example, computers are central to 
the "profoundly anti-democratic" 
n~etaphors of production, distibu- 
tion, and consumption of knowl- 

edge being relentlessly forced upon 
us by dominant corporate. interests 
(Stanage, 1993, p. 5). I think adult 
education policy regarding com- 
puter technology cannot afford to be 
bhdly enthusiastic, cannot afford 
to simply adopt a policy of "catch 
up.'' 

Computer policy, I suggest, is 
inextricably tied to issues of knowl- 
edge, what is happening to knowl- 
edge in the "information age," what 
impact computers are having on 
knowledge, and how we should be 
thnking about knowledge and 
knowing (See Note 1). In short, I 
have become convinced that com- 
puter policy and epistemology, that 
is, how we think about knowledge 
and knowing, are inextricably 
lmked. 

Before elaborating on this argu- 
ment, I want to comment on the 
word "epistemology," wluch does 
not appear often in adult education 
literature (See Note 2). This is not to 
deny that significant attention is be- 
ing paid by some adult educators to 
different ways of thinking about 
knowledge, especially by those who 
view adult education broadly in 
terms of its social, economic, and 
~ o l i  tical contexts. 
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The word "epistemology" is a 
kind of non-word because it is too 
often associated with empty, irrele- 
vant abstractions; nevertheless, I 
want to suggest that it is a powerful, 
even potentially da~gerous "tool for 
thought" that needs to be brought to 
the forefront of our tlunking as edu- 
cators if we are to respond critically 
to an age and a culture stamped by 
the concepts of knowledge and in- 
formation. We cannot afford ti? let it 
stay buried deep in the basement of 
academia where its critical and cnn- 
structive potential remains ncutcal- 
ized. In part this article is an effort to 
reconstruct how we use this word. 

How we thmk about knowl- 
edge (epistemology) matters be- 
cause knowledge a-nd power are in- 
extricably Inked. How a society de- 
fines knowledge determines whose 
knowledge is visible as knowledge, 
and whose knowledge is invisible, 
whose knowledge is acknowledged, 
recognized, listened to and whose 
knowledge is silenced. Sc~ieties, 
cultures, polities, and states hnve 
dominant ways of knowing, domi- 
nant epistemologies whch  render 
some ways of knowing invisible or 
marginai or discredited. 

The Impact of 
Computers on The 
Way We Think About 
Knowledge 

What impact are computers 
having an the way we think about 
knowledge, on our epistemology? 
Are computers being used to con- 
tribute to richer ways of knowing or 
re-enforcing narrow paradigms, en- 
largmg public space or constricting 
it, recontextualizing knowledge or 
re-enforcing abstract, ind ividualis- 
tic, scientistic, monistic models. Are 
computers expanding our vision of 
reality or contracting it, enlarging 
our capacity to understand others, 
or re-enforcing our prejudices? 

In the first place, computers 
have demonstrated in startling, dra- 
matic ways the power of what com- 
puter scientists call "algnrithmic" 
thmkmg. Computer science today is 
defined as "the systematic study of 
algorithms and data stn~ctures" 
(Gibbs, 1986, p. 204). An algorithm 
is a procedure or "recipe" for doing 
a job. Computers are a product of 
belief in the power of algorithmic 
thmking, whch we can also de- 
scribe as a computational, or rules- 
based, or procedural way of know- 
ing. The computer is testimony to 
the power of ths kind of intelli- 
gence. One could argue, in fact, that 
the computer is ~m exemplar, or 
paradigm of algorithmic knowing, 
using the word "paradigm" in 
Kuhn's narrow sense (Kuhn, 1977). 

. . . adult education 
policy regarding 

computer 
technology can~tot  
aflord to be blindly 

enthusiastic, 
cannot aflord to 
simply adopt a 
policy of "catch 

up." 

The goal of "algorithmic" think- 
ing is control. Rules-based intelli- 
gence was, in part, a product of "cy- 
bernetics," the systematic study of 
control and communication mcth- 
ods and mechanisms (Wiener, 1964, 
p. vii). In the first stages of computer 
hs tory, dominated by mamfrarne 
systems, one finds expressions of an 
exaggerated belief in the power of 
computational knowledge to extend 
cybernetics to the total organization. 
Writing in 1960, for example, Her- 

hert Simon made the prediction that 
"[wlithin the very near future - 
much less than twenty-five years - 

we shall have the technical capabil- 
ity of substituting niactunes for any 
and all human functions in organi- 
zations" (Simon, 1970). In the same 
essay he refers explicitly to physi- 
ciails, corporate vice presidents, col- 
lege teachers as positions whch  will 
he capable of being automated com- 
pletely {Simon, 1970, p. 417). 

This sort of claim I would de- 
scribe as "technicist" thinking, dc- 
fined as an inappropriate or exag- 
gerated belief in the power of tech- 
nical knowledge. Technical thought 
is powerful. But like all ways of 
knowing, scientific, technological, 
artistic, like all paradigms, it is lim- 
i ted. When its limits are not acknow- 
ledged it becomes self-blinding (See 
Note 4). Techrucist thnking is belief 
in the myth of technological pro- 
gress (See Note 5). Wendell Berry, in 
replying to critics of the essay cited 
above, refers to "technological fun- 
damentalism that, like other funda- 
mentalisms, wishes to monopolize a 
whole society and, therefore, cannot 
tolerate the smallest difference of 
opinion" (Berry, 1990, p ,175). Mech- 
th ld  Hart talks about "encircled 
t h h g "  to refer to a way of think- 
ing that "sees the solution to the 
problems caused by the introduc- 
tion of new techobgy within the 
very same technology" (Hart, 1992, 
p. IN). 

The Limits of 
Technicist 
Epistemology 

The blindness of techrucist 
thinking can be demonstrated by 
looking at computer history itself. 
TKhmcist thinking cannot do jus- 
tice to the history of computer tech- 
nology itself. 

One cannot account for the im- 
pact of the computer by viewing i t  
purely in terms of the triumph of 
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algorithmic thinking. For one thing, 
the impact is not one-way. Individu- 
als, groups, cultures, classes, socie- 
ties, institutions bring something to 
the computer. This includes not only 
computational epistemologies, but 
feehgs, the individual and organ- 
izational hopes, fears, ambitions, 
greed, in short, the subjective atti- 
tudes, emotions, and assumptions 
of individuals, the taken-for- 
granted premises and ways of see- 
ing that define cultures, and the 
premises, purposes, and goals of 
corporations, and other institutions 
(Turlde, 1984). 

Computers are playing a key 
role in the "informatization" of the 
global economy and of societies and 
politics (Camoy, 1993). The current 
computer scene is marked by the 
increasing integration of computer 
networks into high-speed telephone 
and other communication nehvorks 
on a global scale, creating a new in- 
ternational economic i n i ras tn~ch~re .  
One consequence of these develop- 
ments is that the economic construc- 
tion of knowledge is becoming more 
and more dominant and all-encom- 
passing. In other words, computers 
are contributing to what Cohen and 
Arato have described as  the totali- 
tarian march of capitalism, whch is 
"engulfing all spheres of social ac- 
tivity under the single dimension of 
economic activity" (Cohen, 1992, p. 
37). 

The impact of the computer on 
knowledge is being determined to 
an enormous extent by the assump- 
tions and beliefs about knowledge 
that are being brought to the com- 
puter by those who have the most 
control over the corporate resources 
in society, beliefs in the supremacy 
of the market to determine matters 
of social equity, for example. The 
assumptions that are being brought 
to the computer by the corporations 
who dominate the control of com- 
puter technology are beliefs about 
knowledge as an economic re- 
source, knowledge as a resource to 
be turned into profits, knowledge as 

a resource for accumulating eco- 
nomic and poljfical power. 

What's wrong with "technicist" 
thmking? It blinds and constricts. in 
a provocative article on "infoma- 
tion as an organizational problem," 
Aaron Wildavsky suggests that 
"looked at in the large, organiza- 
tions exist to suppress data" and 
that bv inundating an organization 
with undigested information corn- 
puter departments subvert the or- 
ganization's need to fwus 
(Wildavsky, 1983). The computer 
brings us the dormation age. It 
brings us the data superhighway. It 
brings us salvation by data. But data 
without meaning is blinding. It be- 
comes the blinding sun. The sun 
gives light but if you stare at the sun 
you go blind. 

. . . data without 
meaning is 
blinding. 

Specifically, technicist thinking 
can blind to the nature of knowledge 
itself. It can blind to the unavoidably 
contexhral nature of knowledge and 
knowing. It re-enforces the belief in 
neutral knowledge, which b h d s  to 
the connections between knowl- 
edge and power. To say that knowl- 
edge is power is a meaningless gen- 
eralization without further elabora- 
tion. However, certain kinds of 
knowledge in the hands of certain 
individuals or groups in certain 
situations is indeed power. Scien- 
tific and technical knowledge has 
become a major ehample of ths phe- 
nomenon. 

Not only is knowledge power, 
but power defines knowledge. 
Power can be and is used to deter- 
mine what knowledge will be recog- 
nized as knowledge and what will 
be silenced or rendered invisible. 
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Technicist thirhng is characterized 
by a "ritual power blindness" to 
such rela tionships between knowl- 
edge and power (See Note 6).  Com- 
puters re-enforce the constricted, 
narrow epistemology of technicist 
thmkmg. Computers derive from a 
way of thinking that is committed to 
stripping knowledge from context, 
to a belief that contextless, univer- 
sals are a higher form of knowledge, 
that only universal truths are real 
truths. Contextlessness is an ideal of 
algoritluruc, procedural, rules - 
based thinking (Winograd, 1986, p. 
28). 

Second, computers re-enforce 
the blindness of technicist thinking 
to subjectivity, to the connections 
between knowledge and knower, 
between knowing and the full being 
of the knower, emotional, spiritual, 
moral, as well as rational. The ques- 
tion posed in the title of tlus essay, 
for example, Do thermostats have 
beliefs? is answered in the affirm- 
ative by John McCarthy, the inven- 
tor of the term "artificial intelli- 
gence." When asked what beliefs a 
thermostat has, he replied, "My 
thermostat has three beliefs - it's too 
hot in here, it's too cold in here, and 
it's just right in here" (Postman, 
1992, p. 111). Belief has been 
stripped here of all reference to hu- 
man experience, personhood, inte- 
riority, all reference to the spirit. 

Let me repeat my argument. 
What's wrong with "technicist" 
thnking? It blinds and constricts. As  
such it is contrary to the goals of 
adult education, contrary to the 
commitment of adult education to 
the enlargement of vision. Tech- 
nicist epistemology is immature. Its 
view of the universe is limited to 
what can be controlled, what I can 
"play" with. It ischaracterized by an 
obsession with games that carries 
the metaphor of "games" beyond 
being a source of pleasure or a heu- 
ristic tool to khe level of a total way 
of seeing the world. 



The Implications for 
Adult Education 

What are the implications of 
these observations for adult educa- 
tion practice, policy, and t hwry 
relative to computer technology? 

In the first place adult education 
cannot uncritically adopt a "catch 
up" policy of appropriating com- 
puter technology. Such a policy will 
inevitably re-enforce the "cyber- 
netic" function of adult education, 
that is, its control function, main- 
taining the status quo, despite the 
rhetoric of change (Westwood, 1991, 
p. 111). As I have tried to suggest, 
the study of the computer both dem- 
onstrates the power of rules-based, 
computational, instrumental think- 
ing and brings to light its limitations 
.and weaknesses and in tks para- 
doxical way provides support for 
those who are warning adult educa- 
tion against placing all its eggs in the 
technological basket. 

A "catch up" policy will mean 
the perpetuation of a narrowly 
"technicist" epistrmology which is 
already rampant within adult edu- 
cation. According to Michael Col- 
lins, for example, adult education is 
in crisis because of the extcnt to 
which it has come under the sway of 
"technocracy" which he defines a s  a 
"tendency to make more and more 
areas of human endeavor. . . amena- 
ble to measurement and techno-bu- 
reaucratic control according to what 
is invoked as a scientific approach" 
(Collins, 1991, p. 9). Technocracy is 
further defined by Collins as an 
"ideology," a "paradigm," and 
"ethos," a Corm ol rationality, a cult 
of efficiency. Adult education's pre- 
occupation with professionaliza- 
tion, its "technicist" understanding 
of self-directed learning, its addic- 
tion to competency-based learning 
models are examples of "technc- 
cratic" thinking. 

This leads to a second point. If 
adult education computer policy 
cannot be blindly techrucist, then 

adult education must develop an al- 
ternative epistemology whch will 
provide the basis for a mature, criti- 
cal use of that technology for pur- 
poses of adult learning and educa- 
tion. I t  t~hnicis t  thmkhg cannot 
even provide an adequate account 
of the rise and development of com- 
puter technology itself, this consti- 
tutes a central contradiction at the 
heart of the swial construction of the 
computer which needs to be ex- 
ploited by educators looking for 
ways to resist the institutional and 
subjective blindness of technicist 
thinlung and for ways to exploit the 
computer as a tool in working for 
greater justice and equality. 

If adult education 
i s  to  appropriate 

the computer 
responsibly it 

cannot overlook 
the ways in which 

the computer as 
myth and as tool i s  

being used to 
re-enforce privilege 

and growing 
inequalities. 

Adult education must bring to 
the computer what I would describe 
as an "adult," grounded epistemol- 
ogy. Ln reflecting on the resources 
for developing such an alternative 
epistemology, it is important to note 
that what Michael Collins describes 
under the label of "technicist," or 
"technocratic," or instrumental 
models of adult education repre- 
sents one expression of mainstream 
adult education, especially within 
the United States. Other charac- 
teristics include its individualistic, 
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psychological, positivist, function- 
alist orientations. 

In one form or another, each of 
these defuung characteristics is un- 
der attack from a variety of sources, 
especially by those adult educators 
who are in touch with international 
adult education discourse and prac- 
tice and who see the goal of adult 
education to be swial change rather 
than control. Therefore, in develop- 
ing an adequate approach to com- 
puters and computer technology 
that is grounded in a critical view of 
knowledge and knowing, adult 
education needs to look to these 
voices (ST Note 7). 

Thus, for example, computer 
policy must interpret computers 
w i t h  their Iustorical, social, eco- 
nomic, political, and cultural con- 
texts. They rannot b viewed as 
merely neutral tools. They come to 
us saturated with assumptions and 
tangled in associations with the 
state, military, artd corporate insti- 
tutions which produced them and 
retain dominant control of them 
(Malina 1989). Thaw adult educa- 
tors who have nloved away from an 
u~dividualistic tu a swiological un- 
derstanding clf adult education will 
be more likely to provide a hasis for 
a critical appropriation of the com- 
puter that may be able to " d ~ o u -  
ple" computer technology from 
their accompanying cultural and 
political "entailments" (Marglin, 
1990). 

In drawing on these alternative 
voices for developing an adult edu- 
cation policy regarding computers, 
however, I suggest that there must 
be much more explicit attention to 
the epistemology of adult educa- 
tion. The importance of ways of 
thinking about knowledge is clearly 
recognized. For example, in the sur- 
vey of international adult education 
cited earlier, Phylis Cunningham 
b e p  by citing the seminal irnpor- 
tance of Berger and Luckrnann's so- 
ciology of knowledge, which "chal- 
lenged the prevailing hegemony of 
a single objective social reality that 



had become a fixed concept in the 
consciousness of most North Ameri- 
can adult education theorists and 
practitioners" (Cunningham, 1991, 
p. 347, referring to Berger, 1966). 
Nevertheless, I believe that the chal- 
lenge of the computer and of the 
mformation age which it has helped 
to bring about demands that adult 
education explicitly thematize epis- 
temology as a critical conceptual 
tool and begin constructing an 
"adult" epistemology. If adult edu- 
cation is to appropriate the com- 
puter responsibly i t  cannot overlook 
the ways in whch the computer as 
myth anci as tool is being used to 
re-enforce privilege and growing in- 
equalities (See Note 8). It must bring 
to the computer a truly "adult" un- 
derstanding of the place of educa- 
tion in society, commit ted to goals of 
social justice and etjujty, an under- 
standing which sees the making of 
"adults" in the sense spelled out by 
Frantz Fanon (1963), as the point of 
it all (Sw Note 9). An "adult" educa- 
tion demands an "adult" or 
grounded epistemology. 

I define a grounded view of 
knowledge as one whjch reconnects 
knowledge with knowing, knowl- 
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tivity w i t h  that profession. 
(Novick, 1988, pp. 3-5). I am re- 
ferring to technology as myth in 
the way Novick uses it. 

6. Tlus expression is quoted in 
Staniland(1985, p. 22) who cites 
Albert (1971, p. 28). 

7. Phyllis Cunningham is one of the 
major figures in the United 
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The Applications of Neurobio logical Reseavch in 
Special Education Instruction 

Introduction 

I n this article the important role 
that the neurobiological 
knowledge base can play in 
improving the delivery of spe- 

cial education services to the learn- 
ing disabled is discussed. The 
author illustrates how con~bining 
task analysis and what is known 
about neurobiologic learning, the 
leaming disabled chld can become 
a more efficient learner while 
his/her leaming problems are re- 
mediated. 

Today we know more about the 
brain than any time in the history of 
the world. This knowledge, hidden 
away in scientific journals, can revo- 
lutionize what we know about 
learning and teaching. In this article 
we will discuss the implications of 
the neurobiologic learning knowl- 
edge base and how it can be used to 
make special education profession- 
als more effective in the instruction 
of the learning disabled. 

This article will discuss what 
Dr. Angel Diaz, of Chicago State 
University calls neurobiologic in- 
structiun. Neurobiologic instruction 
can be d e h e d  as the use of the 
neuropsychologcal knowledge we 
have of leaming disabilities to make 
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our instruction centered toward 
stimulation uf those parts of the 
brain that moderate behav- 
ior/leaming. In this way the teacher 
can make his/her instruction more 
focused toward the specific centers 
of the brain that can lead to the re- 
mediation of the academic deficits 
exceptional children bring with 
them to the classroom. Dr. Diaz 
(1992, p. 31) has observed that: 

Knowledge of the arrange- 
ment of the neural net- 
works and the way the indi- 
vidual neuronal processes 
are connected, how they 
grow and develop, how 
their functioning is altered 
when they do not develop, 
how they tend to restruc- 
ture themselves after they 
have been lesioned or dam- 
aged, and how their opera- 
tion can br modified by die- 
tetic and psychopharm- 
aceutical intake provides a 
wealth of dormation from 
which educators can derive 
teachmg and/ or learning 
principles. The information 
can also provide educators 
with a more appropriate ra- 
tionale for improving a 
chhd's learning efficiency 
and with improved tech- 

niques lo identify and re- 
mediate learning problems. 

Definition of 
Learning Disability 

Learning Disabled (LD) is  the 
second largest category of special 
education (Ysseldyke, Algozzinc & 
Thurlow, 1992). In Illinois, 5.19 per- 
cent of the special education stu- 
dents are LD (Ysseldyke, Algozzine 
& Thurlvw 1992, p. 182). Nationally 
LD students account for 43.6 percent 
of the special education categories 
served in the United States 
(Ysseldyke, Algozzine & Thurlow 
1942, p. 76). 

The U. S. Office of Education 
d e i h s  a specific learning disability 
as: 

a disorder in one or more of 
the basic psychological 
processes involved in un- 
derstanding or in using lan- 
guage, spoken or written, 
wluch may manifest itself 
in an imperfect ability to lis- 
ten, think, read, w ri tc, 
spell, or do mathematical 
calculations. The term in- 
cludes such conditions as 
perceptual handicaps, 
brain injury, minimal brain 
dysfunction, dyslexia, and 
developmental aphasia. 
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